QUALITY INSIDER

Reverification Tracking is a Powerful QC Review Tool
Reverifications during the post-closing QC review process

A tracking system should capture the

are critical to validating the accuracy of the data used to

following data:

support the loan decision. They help to confirm that a
quality loan was originated and that the loan meets your
organization’s lending standards and that of any investor.
Reverifications serve as a detective and preventive control
in the QC process. They significantly contribute to the
identification of potential misrepresentation, highlighting
areas where there may be an increased risk requiring
additional oversight and manufacturing controls.
Reverifications provide useful information about a subject

•

Date the reverification was sent

•

Target receipt date based on average turn times (based

•

Follow-up date based on the average number of days

•

Second attempt sent date, if applicable

•

Optional information: name of underwriter, processor,

•

on internal data)
needed for processing
Date each reverification was received
loan officer, branch, third-party originator, employer,
and financial institution

transaction, and aggregated reverification data creates
a powerful tool that provides insights to help you build a
more effective QC process. Aggregating reverification data

Loan-level reverification information can be summarized

can highlight trends and potential risks that you cannot see

to show the overall success rate, as well as to highlight

on a loan-by-loan basis.

potential reverification inconsistencies or anomalies, which

A reverification tracking system is a highly recommended

can be investigated and corrected.

best practice and can be a very effective tool to help
optimize your overall reverification success rate. Even
capturing a couple of unique data elements from the
reverification process can provide important data for your
organization.

Ask yourself:
•

Are there discrepancies from a certain branch, loan

•

Are there reasons for any discrepancies?

•

A reverification tracking system... can
be a very effective tool to help optimize
your overall reverification success rate.
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officer, underwriter, or employer?
What other patterns are revealed in the summarized
data?

Answering those questions will help you focus on the
irregularities and perform root cause analysis.
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Example of a reverification tracker summary report

(see Resources section for template)

Example of a discrepancy tracker report

(see Resources section for template)

Track the success rate for all entities involved in
the loan manufacturing process
In addition to capturing reverification data points, create an
aggregate view to identify potential areas of risk, such as:
•

Do certain branches have a higher percentage of
reverifications that are not returned compared to other
branches?

•

Do certain loan officers have a lower percentage of

•

Does one channel of your originations have a lower

•

Does one type of reverification have a lower than

returned reverifications?
than average reverification return rate?

Extrapolated loan-level
reverification information can
show the overall success rate,
as well as highlight potential
reverification inconsistencies
or anomalies, which can be
investigated and corrected.

average reverification return rate?

By tracking the reverification success rate and capturing key
data points, the QC department can more easily spot outlier
return rates that may indicate a need for more scrutiny.
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Next steps
Do you have a reverification tracking system
in place? If not, why not? If you have a
tracking system in place:
•

What is the overall success rate?

•

Do you have indicators to alert you to

•

Do you have an action plan in place in

•

Do you have target rates in place?
anomalies?
case of poor results?

Aggregating your reverification results will
help to increase your QC program’s efficiency
and effectiveness. It can provide valuable
insights into the potential risks facing your
organization and enable your QC department
to proactively implement mitigation
measures.
Resources:
•

Reverification Tracker Templates (Excel)
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